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                  At NLPAcademy-IN we
have a value system to give more
than we get. Our values are at
the heart of whatever we do.
That's why we have been running
the money-back guarantee on all
our programs past 4 years.

Get the BEST
VALUE for Your
Training Investment

      At NLPAcademy-IN 
you get trained by experts who
are internationally certified
coaches and trainers. They have
rich experience in their fields and
carry the same value system.

GUARANTEE of
QUALITY

      At NLPAcademy-IN 
you not only get trained for few
days but you become part of
our community,NLPAcademy-IN
Tribe. Here you get access to a
pool of like minded people who
are ready to help.

Access to The
COMMUNITY 

Why
NLPAcademy-IN?

About Us
         Founded a decade back by
Karthik R., NLPAcademy-IN has
come a long way from its
inception in the Southern most tip
of India, Kanyakumari.
 
           At NLPAcademy-IN “The
‘how’ factor is more important
than the ‘wow’ factor” this is what
makes our programs unique,
practical and transformational.
We know that not one size fits all
and that each individual is unique
and so is their requirements, we
curate each of our programs with
shear perfection-tailored for
individuals, groups and
organizations. We make sure that
they experience what they
assimilate which creates long
lasting impacts and tremendous
results.

                  All our programs come
with International Accreditation
from The IAPCCT (International
Association of Professional
Coaches, Counselors, and
Therapists).

Internationally
Accredited
Programs

                  We believe in the one
Mantra that can make you an
expert -"Practice, Practice and
Practice". All our session are
designed to give you maximum
exposure to each and every
technique through individual
experience.

Practical Hands on
Training 



Karthik R. 

Founder - NLP Coaching
Academy, Licensed
Behavioural Master

Trainer, Licensed NLP
Coach, ICF PCC, ICF

Mentor Coach, Licensed
Neuro-Semantics Trainer,

Certified NLP Trainer

Vikram Dhar

        Karthik is Certified
 Leadership and Executive coach– ICF
approved, Certified NLP Coach-
ABNLP, Certified Accelerated Learning
Coach – ICF approved, Certified
Wellness Coach - ICF approved,
Certified Group Coach – IAPCCT,
Certified Master Practitioner of NLP-
ABNLP, Certified Master Trainer of
NLP-IAPCCT, Certified Master Trainer
of Hypnosis-IAPCCT. 

  Karthik specializes in creating
customized experiential workshops
with the focus on creating high
performance individuals and in process
an efficient team. After years of
experience with corporates like Hewitt,
ING-Vysya and Audi, Karthik went
ahead to become a life coach. He has
coached business-men, sports
persons, sr management corporate
professionals and trainers to excel in
different arenas of their personal
and professional life.

Let us know our
Facilitators a little
more....

At NLPAcademy-IN
we make sure you
have a seemless
learning
experience. To
facilitate that we
collaborate and
bring in array of
worldwide
renowned coaches
and facilitators.

Founder- NLPAcademy-IN
Life Coach,
NLP Master Trainer,
Hypnosis Master Trainer 

     Vikram is an International Coach
Federation (ICF) Mentor Coach.  He
has attended courses with the World’s
top Leadership and Executive
Coaches - Marshall Goldsmith and
John Mattone. He is personally trained,
mentored, and certified by John
Mattone (Former coach of late Steve
Jobs) as Intelligent Leadership
Executive Coach, and Leadership
assessor using the Leadership
Inventory assessment tool.  He is the
author of The Ultimate Coaching
Guide: A comprehensive guide to
effective coaching (Leadership,
Executive, Life and Performance) for
novice and seasoned coaches.

     Vikram is the only trainer in India
who is a Certified NLP Trainer and a
Certified Meta NLP Trainer (Licensed
NeuroSemantics Trainer), and has
been rated as the Best NLP Trainer in
India / Asia.



About new code
Alphabet game 
Alignment/misalignment 
NASA Game
Peripheral ball Activity
Betty Erickson Induction
Signals 
6 step reframing
CORDIAN BALL GAME
Sanctuary 
Breath of life
StateTransference/State Walking
Alpha Touch Game (For Visually
Impaired)
Personal edits
Components of New Code NLP

Topics 
Covered

Advance NLP
Practitioner

    Advanced NLP practitioner is a
program where we learn about John
Grinder's new code NLP. New code
NLP deals directly with the
subconscious mind through certain
activities. It will be a 3 days intense fun
filled program in which you will
understand as to how you can access
various peek performance states. It
also involves some great scintillating
trance work which will be extremely
hypnotic.

Duration
27 hours 

IAPCCT, USA Accredited
Certification 

Date
26 - 28 Jan, 2022 Pre-requsite

Completion of NLP Practitioner
through NLPAcademy-IN or any
IAPCCT Accredited equivalent
course.



Facts & fiction about Hypnosis
Milton model 
Non verbal 
Rules of the Mind
Package Indicators of Trance
Hand raise induction
Breath trance work
Deepening Techniques
Formulating & Embedding
Suggestions
Hints for Trance Work
Deepening Techniques

Topics 
Covered

Adv. Diploma
in Hypnosis

    Combine with the Advance NLP
Practitioner the Advanced Diploma in
Hypnosis is a program that will enable
you to learn about how we can
collaborate hypnosis with the powerful
classic code and new code NLP that
we have learnt to make it super
effecrive and powerful. We will be
exploring certain advanced language
patterns and trance induction
methods in this program.

Duration
9 hours 

IAPCCT, USA Accredited
Certification 

Date
29 Jan, 2022 

Pre-requsite

Completion of NLP Advance
Practitioner with NLPAcademy-IN
or any IAPCCT Accredited
equivalent course.



Duration
9 hours 

Peak performance 
Three stages of Peak
performance Coaching
Utilization
Meta model
Practice session

Topics 
Covered

Peak
Performance

Coach
   Peak Performance Coaching
Certification is a program that enables
us with the tools to how integrate new
code NLP and Hypnosis to create
Peak Performance States for our
clients. Thereby helping them make
crucial decisions and access powerful
states.

IAPCCT, USA Accredited
Certification 

Date
30 Jan, 2022 Pre-requsite

Completion of NLP Advance
Practitioner and Advanced
Diploma in Hypnosis with
NLPAcademy-IN or any IAPCCT
Accredited equivalent course.



Collapsing Anchor
Stacking of Anchors
Changing personal history with
Anchor
Time Distortion with Anchor
NLP Strategy elicitation  
Strategy Anchoring 
Metaphors 
Kinesthetic Swish
V-K Swish
Swish with Brightness and Size
Moving belief change
Value based coaching 
Score model
Re-imprinting 
Coaching with sub modalities 
Modeling with NLL
Modeling with David Gordon's array

Topics 
Covered

NLP Master
Practitioner 

      Master Practitioner of NLP takes a
deep dive into high level NLP
techniques. It is content packed
program that will equip you with skills 
 that aid in decoding the NLP
techniques and creating/modifying
techniques. Post this session you will
be able to revamp your change work
and enhance your coaching. With
Master Practitioner of NLP you will be
able to customize your coaching
sessions to help your clients achieve
their desired change and step up your
success rate.

Duration
27 hours 

IAPCCT, USA Accredited
Certification 

Date
31 Jan- 2 Feb, 2022 Pre-requsite

Completion of NLP Advance
Practitioner, Advanced Diploma in
Hypnosis and Peak Performance
Coach with NLPAcademy-IN or
any IAPCCT Accredited equivalent
course.



Topics 
Covered

Introduction to Meta NLP (Neuro-
Semantics), and Meta NLP topics
History of Hypnosis
Hypnotic Patterns 
Fundamentals of Ericksonian
Hypnosis 
Hypnotic Patterns 
Patterns of Indirect suggestion
The prepration for trance (pre-
frame)
Stages of Hypnosis 
Suggestibility Tests 
Ericksonian Inductions 
Questions for Induction I & II
General Hypnotherapy Paradigm 
Pendulum Chart 
Deepening Techniques (Direct and
Indirect)
Post Hypnotic suggestions                              

Neuro
Semantics

Communication
&Hypnosis

    Meta NLP is the latest advancement
in the field of NLP. It is the latest
advancement even though it started
off in early 90s, because it continued
to develop, and the development in
Meta NLP is still on, and hence
NeuroSemantics Certification is much
sorted off. This program will help you
actively use Meta NLP concepts to
help people drive their behaviour
towards more success in life, career,
and relationships. You will get access
to the powerful techniques of Meta
NLP, that has helped several people
reach their highest potentials
personally as well as professionally.

Duration
27 hours 

International Society of Neuro-
semantics Accredited

Certification

Date
04 - 06 Feb, 2022 

Pre-requsite

Completion of NLP Practitioner
with NLPCA or NLPAcademy-IN.

In Association with  

Presents 

Facilitated by-
Mr. Vikram Dhar 



Call or WhatsApp
+91 86675 75836
contact@nlpacademy.co.in
www.nlpacademy.co.in 

Contact Us

Stay on triple sharing basis for all
the training days
MAP Meal Plan Breakfast +
Lunch + Am/Pm Tea
Training Manuals
Hard copy of Certificates
Softcopy of Certificates thru
email
Softcopy of Individual graduating
photo and group photo

Package Includes

Package Excludes
Dinner on all days
To and fro travel arrangements 
Internal City Transfer
Any expenses that occur with the
usage of minibar, restaurant and
other paid facilities at the resort
Any damage to the resort property
due to mis handling


